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Figure 1: Freehand 3D sketching in AR/VR allows rapid conceptualization of design ideas (a). However, 3D inputs are prone to large inaccuracies (a, inset) and sketches cannot be utilized in downstream design pipelines. Our novel 3D sketching system, CASSIE, allows the creation of clean, well-connected 3D curve networks by performing automatic stroke neatening (b). These curve networks are augmented by our on-the-fly cycle detection and surfacing method (c) which improves shape perception by providing occlusion cues. We evaluated CASSIE with 12 users and utilized it for creating 3D concepts for a variety of application domains (d).

ABSTRACT

We present CASSIE, a conceptual modeling system in VR that leverages freehand mid-air sketching, and a novel 3D optimization framework to create connected curve network armatures, predictively surfaced using patches with $C^0$ continuity. Our system provides a judicious balance of interactivity and automation, providing a homogeneous 3D drawing interface for a mix of freehand curves, curve networks, and surface patches. Our system encourages and aids users in drawing consistent networks of curves, easing the transition from freehand ideation to concept modeling. A comprehensive user study with professional designers as well as amateurs (N=12), and a diverse gallery of 3D models, show our armature and patch functionality to offer a user experience and expressivity on par with freehand ideation, while creating sophisticated concept models for downstream applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The digital 3D realization of a mental design construct typically progresses from exploratory ideation to a concept model which is subsequently processed for presentation, structural analysis, or manufacturing [18, 45]. Freehand sketching, traditionally on pen and paper, dominates the ideation process. A number of digital 2D drawing interfaces support the creation [7, 16, 42] and exploration [2] of ideation sketches. These sketches serve as a visual
reference for concept 3D CAD modeling [6], though recent works like Analytic Scaffolding [51] and True2Form [60] have shown that 2D design sketches can be lifted into 3D curve networks, effectively bridging 2D interfaces for design sketching and 3D concept modeling.

In the immersive environments of Augmented and Virtual Realities (AR/VR), a sketch-pen becomes a magic wand, allowing users to step into their creations and draw directly in 3D. Popular VR applications like Tilt Brush [23] and Quill [20], that facilitate direct 3D creation and viewing of designs at diverse scales (even in-situ for AR [3]), suggest that sketching in immersive environments has the potential to completely disrupt 3D ideation. Our system CASSIE allows freehand 3D ideation, as well as automatic optimization of 3D strokes to create curve network armatures and predictively surfaces patches, thus enabling both ideation and concept modeling through a single interface.

Existing research and commercial software for 3D modeling in VR is based on disparate metaphors of free-form sculpting [20], CAD-like curve and surface creation [26], curve networks [59], swept surfaces [14], hybrid 2D/3D model creation [3], and even coarse-to-fine poly modeling [24]. In contrast, CASSIE is the first general ideation and concept modeling system that progressively transforms mid-air sketch strokes into patched 3D curve networks. Admittedly, the distinction between 3D ideation and concept models becomes subtle in VR when both are produced via a sketching tool such as CASSIE. In the subsequent text, we will use the following definitions:

- An ideation sketch serves as an externalization of a mentally evolving design. In our system such sketches consist of independent strokes from which a surface cannot trivially be inferred.
- A concept model expresses the design as a well-defined shape that designers use to communicate their idea to others. It loses part of the ambiguity present in ideation, thereby gaining structure which enables refinement and reuse. In our system, concept models consist of connected curves which form a network that aids us in computing meaningful surface patches.

Inspired by interactive sketch beautification [22, 32], we automatically neaten strokes as they are drawn to detect and enforce intersections with nearby curves and 3D grid points, tangent continuity, axis-alignment, and planarity—features that are common in man-made objects [60]. Uniformly applying multiple and potentially conflicting sketch constraints can cause neated strokes to deviate from their design intent. We thus cast the selection of these criteria as selective 3D optimization, balancing geometric constraint satisfaction with fidelity to the sketched stroke. We further propose a real-time algorithm, inspired by Stanko et al. [55], to progressively construct surface patches across predicted cycles of network curves. The resulting surfaces serve a triple purpose: they incrementally bolster the 3D shape providing important depth and occlusion cues [5]; they serve as virtual canvases on which to draw or project additional detail curves; and they act as an ongoing incentive to draw consistent curve networks, naturally guiding the user from ambiguous ideation curves towards a well-defined 3D concept model.

While CASSIE embodies functionality to support both 3D ideation and conceptual modeling, we formally evaluate its salient features as three independent systems: freehand mid-air drawing with minimal and independent smoothing of 3D user strokes; armature, which enables overall stroke optimization to aid the creation of precise curve networks; and patch which further enables the automatic detection and surfacing of appropriate curve network cycles. We conducted a within-subjects study of the 3 systems with 12 users (design professionals or enthusiasts). The study validated the functional need for all aspects of CASSIE: freehand sketching for ideation, and armature and patch for concept modeling. Critically, the study showed that the complexity and constraints of our concept modeling functionality were achieved with an agency and overall user experience comparable to unconstrained ideation sketching. While our study data shows strong support for freehand ideative exploration (Fig. 10), it equally validates our hypothesis that intermingled curve network and surface creation is valuable and encourages the creation of consistent 3D conceptual models.

Some of our professional study participants were keen to continue experimenting with CASSIE after the study, and we show a gallery of compelling and diverse 3D concept models created by a variety of users (Fig. 12). We also demonstrate the suitability of these models for downstream sculpting, engineering, and fabrication applications (Fig. 14).

Our contributions are thus threefold: we present a homogeneous ideation and concept modeling system for design sketching in VR, based on a novel 3D curve and surface optimization framework; we report on a detailed comparative evaluation between ideation and conceptual modeling in VR, with 12 users; we provide a corpus of 3D stroke data for future design analysis and data-driven mid-air sketch processing.

### 2 RELATED WORK

We start by discussing related work on immersive sketching, before discussing methods for sketch beautification, sketch-based modeling, and surfacing of curve networks.

**Immersive sketching.** While our system targets modern head-mounted displays, it relates to early efforts on supporting 3D drawing and painting with a variety of virtual reality devices. The seminal HoloSketch allows the creation of 3D shapes with geometric primitives and sweep surfaces [14]. Observing that it can be challenging to position and scale 3D primitives accurately, the author included an option to snap them to a 3D grid, a solution that we also adopt. Surface Drawing [50] offers similar modeling capabilities by sweeping a strip of surface along the trajectory of the user’s hand. Users of this system created 3D paintings by covering the intended surface with dense surface strips. A similar practice is often observed with modern systems like Tilt Brush [23], where users accumulate a large number of strokes to paint surfaces in VR. In contrast, we target the creation of lightweight sketches composed of a sparse network of curves, which convey 3D surfaces with an economy of means. These networks, along with their surfaced patches, can be readily exported to downstream 3D software rather than requiring dedicated post-processing as is the case for dense 3D paintings [47].

Sketching in VR brings new challenges, compared to traditional 2D sketching. Arora et al. [5] and Machuca et al. [40] observed poor mid-air sketching accuracy even when users sketched simple
strokes such as straight lines and circles. While the former studied drawing such strokes in isolation, the latter evaluated precision and aesthetic quality of shapes made of grid-aligned lines and circles. Compared to sketching on paper, the lack of a supporting surface and the additional degrees of freedom induce the need for finer motor control to properly position strokes in 3D space. The lack of depth cues in sparse sketches also contributes to the approximate positioning of strokes relative to each other [5]. This imprecision can be extremely frustrating, especially for artists transitioning from 2D sketching to AR/VR [29]. We address these challenges by automatically correcting imprecise strokes and by visualizing surfaces in-between strokes.

Our work is closer in spirit to FreeDrawer [59], where users first sketch a few strokes with freeform curves, and then manually indicate curve cycles to form surface patches. Spacedesign [21] implements a similar concept but sketching is constrained to 2D curves projected onto virtual or physical planes. While we share the design philosophy of FreeDrawer and Spacedesign, we present a novel 3D optimization framework for curve network creation, as well as an algorithm for progressive, automatic surface patch creation, on current VR hardware. More importantly, we report on a comprehensive user study with design professionals and amateurs to evaluate the impact of these curve network and surface features, for ideation and concept modeling in AR/VR.

Several other solutions have been proposed to overcome the challenges of VR sketching. The 3-Draw system [48] decouples the act of drawing the curve from the act of positioning it with respect to other curves. Keeffe et al. [35] use haptic feedback from a Phantom device and a two-hand interaction metaphor inspired by tape drawing [8] to separate drawing the curve from indicating its tangent directions. Other two-handed systems simulate deformable rods that users bend to model shape outlines and sharp surface features [58], or rely on a physical strip of sensors that provides bending and twisting controls on 3D curves [27]. Other methods avoid or limit the use of 3D freehand sketching in the creation process. Jackson and Keeffe [33] use curves from a 2D sketch as a basis for VR creation, a feature also available in the commercial software GravitySketch [26] along with other curve editing operations based on control points. Strokes in GravitySketch however beautiful, do not form a connected curve network, and thus require dedicated user intervention to create surfaces (see Section 7.1 for a comparison). Arora et al. [3] and Drey et al. [17] propose to use a 2D tablet on which the artist sketches precise strokes that are then mapped to a proxy 3D surface defined by a few freehand 3D strokes or the extrusion of a stroke. In a similar spirit, Kim et al. [36] capture hand motion to describe 3D scaffolding surfaces on which 2D strokes are projected. In contrast, our system offers a direct sketching workflow where users draw free-form 3D curves with their dominant hand, and only use the other hand for navigation control.

Finally, Machuca et al. [39] share our goal of beautifying freehand 3D strokes, which they achieve by automatically detecting potential geometric relationships with existing strokes. Their approach is limited however, to planar strokes snapped at stroke endpoints, resulting in regular shapes dominated by straight or circular strokes lying on perpendicular or parallel planes. Similarly, De Araújo et al. [12] beautify planar strokes drawn in a semi-immersive environment by snapping endpoints to form closed contours and by enforcing parallelism, perpendicularity, and equal lengths detected with thresholds. The beautified strokes are then extruded in space to form regular 3D shapes. Our curve networks, in contrast, are generic, supporting highly non-planar curves with many potential intersections (Fig. 1).

In summary, CASSIE is the first integrated VR system which allows for both 3D ideation and concept modeling through a single, fluid sketch-based interface.

2D sketch regularization and sketch-based modeling. Our approach to 3D stroke neatening is inspired by sketch beautification and regularization frameworks originally developed to process 2D diagrams and drawings created with a computer mouse. Pavlidis and Van Wyk [44] introduced one of the first such systems, that takes a line drawing as input and outputs a drawing close to the input while satisfying geometric constraints. While this system was applied as a post-process on complete drawings, Igarashi et al. [32] proposed an interactive beautification method that treats each stroke as it is sketched. This iterative approach can cope with more complex sketches and geometric relationships between strokes. The interactivity of the system also gives more control to the user who can choose between multiple possible beautified results. More recently, Fíšer et al. [22] propose to use geometric rules to beautify 2D drawings. In addition, while Fíšer et al. [22] beautify each stroke by applying geometric rules in sequence, we cast stroke neatening and structuring as an energy minimization that balances the concurrent application of multiple geometric constraints with preservation of the input curve. This formulation is inspired by sketch-based modeling algorithms that seek to lift 2D strokes to 3D by enforcing geometric constraints, while making sure that the resulting curves re-project well on the input drawing [19, 51, 52, 60]. In particular, the interactive system by Schmidt et al. [51] lifts each new stroke by snapping it to the 3D curves inferred from previous strokes, which they achieve by balancing the satisfaction of snapping constraints with re-projection error.

Surfaceing of 3D curve networks. Surfaced curve networks form a compact and descriptive representation of 3D shapes [25], which has motivated the development of algorithms to automatically generate surfaces from sparse, designer-drawn 3D networks. A first challenge is to identify, among all closed cycles in the curve network, which cycles bound surface patches rather than internal cross-sections. Treating this problem globally is difficult due to the large search space of all possible curve cycles in a network, and due to the inherent ambiguity of the task [1, 49, 61]. Other approaches rely on assumptions about the network topology; for example, Orbay and Kara [41] assume that the curves form a connected graph. We instead leverage the iterative nature of our workflow to surface the network progressively, only performing a local search for cycles around each newly-added stroke. Our interactive context also allows us to let users add or remove cycles that might have
We endeavoured to keep the interface minimal and user interactions workflow it enables. We describe the technical components necessary to achieve this workflow—stroke neatening and surfacing—in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.

### 3.1 Interface elements

We endeavoured to keep the interface minimal and user interactions simple, to keep the user focused on the creative task at hand. As a secondary objective, we only assumed standard interface features, common across modern VR setups, to ease remote evaluation on a variety of consumer VR hardware.

Fig. 2a illustrates our drawing interface as seen in the VR headset. In addition to the 3D shape being created, our interface visualizes the ambient workspace with an axis-aligned 3D grid for better depth perception. The workspace also includes an optional mirror plane, which greatly facilitates the design of symmetric objects. Users interact with the system using two 6-DoF (degree of freedom) controllers, each of which must provide three push-buttons. Fig. 2b shows all the controls on the HTC Vive controller, but the interactions can be similarly mapped to other common devices.

Users can draw strokes using the **draw** button. We represent each stroke as a smooth cubic poly-Bézier curve or a straight line segment, from which we remove unintended "hooks" at extremities as done by Liu et al. [38]. Double-clicking the **main** button on the dominant-hand controller is used to delete selected curves or surface patches. Selection is implicit, based on proximity to the curve/surface. Single-clicking the **main** button is used to manually create surface patches where automatic detection fails. Holding the **transform** button on the dominant or non-dominant controller allows uniformly scaling or rigidly transforming the workspace, respectively. Clicking or double-clicking the **guides** button on the non-dominant controller toggles the grid or the mirror plane, respectively. Finally, users can completely disable the automatic curve regularization and surfacing by clicking the **system** button, and use the same button to toggle the predictive features on again. Note that the functionalities attributed to the **draw** and **transform** buttons are very similar to commercial VR applications [19, 23], and therefore, users can quickly grasp their function.

Visible interface elements are similarly designed to be simple and unintrusive (see Fig. 2a). Both the controllers are rendered as small spheres, differentiated by colour. The grid is rendered as semi-transparent lines and spheres. Curves are rendered in a visually-dominant black, while nodes of the curve network (intersections) are shown as faint spheres. The latter serves as an important visual confirmation of a successful connection. Patches are shown as a faint blue to provide occlusion, thus improving depth perception [5, Figure 13], without obstructing important design elements or breaking the creative flow. Finally, implicit selections are indicated by a color change. We do not provide features to edit the strokes or surfaces once sketched, it is only possible to delete elements once they are created.

### 3.2 User workflow

Fig. 3 illustrates a typical concept modeling session with our system. For every newly-drawn stroke, our system automatically identifies regularization criteria with respect to already-created 3D curves, as well as to the ambient 3D grid. In particular, the system aligns the new stroke, in position as well as tangent, to nearby curves to ease the creation of long curves (Fig. 3a–c) and well-connected curve networks (Fig. 3d–f). The system also snaps strokes to nearby grid nodes, facilitating the use of the grid as a precise scale reference.

For every new curve added to the network, our system searches for closed cycles in its vicinity to form surface patches or to modify existing ones (Fig. 3c–e). These patches greatly contribute to the perception of the 3D shape by occluding background curves. They can also serve as a sketching support, on which users can draw surface details or connect extruding parts (Fig. 3f). While the surface patches are found automatically, users can delete any patch to create holes, or add a patch where the automatic algorithm might have missed one due to ambiguity.

From the user perspective, the curve network and associated surface patches behave like a soap film, which the user shapes progressively by adding one curve at a time to form complete concept models (Fig. 3f). Note that strokes on which we detect no confirmation of a successful connection. Patches are shown as faint spheres. The latter serves as an important visual constraint to apply are left unchanged. Alternatively, users can also toggle all the predictive features off to fall back to a freehand sketching workflow more suitable to preliminary ideation.

### 4 CREATING CURVE NETWORKS

Designers often depict 3D shapes by sketching networks of curves running along surface boundaries and lines of curvature [18, 25]. These curves aid the creation of 3D meshes in downstream 3D modeling [56], and several algorithms exist to automatically surface 3D curve networks [9, 49, 61]. Unfortunately, unlike 2D sketching, 3D user strokes rarely intersect perfectly, making freehand drawing of 3D curve networks in VR difficult. We facilitate the creation of such curve networks by automatically detecting and enforcing proximal
curve intersections. Complex drawings contain cluttered regions however, where enforcing all such candidate intersections for a single stroke, can distort the stroke dramatically. Inspired by related work on 2D sketch beautification [22, 32] and sketch-based modeling [51, 60], we propose a mechanism to connect each new 3D stroke to as many nearby 3D curves as possible (discrete hard constraints) while staying close to its original trajectory, and compensating for drawing inaccuracy by favoring geometric features: planarity of curves and tangent continuity (continuous soft constraints). Solving such a problem is a mix of a potentially exponential search for the optimal subset of discrete hard constraints to satisfy, and function minimization for the continuous soft constraints.

4.1 Algorithm overview

Our solution has three steps. Given a sketched 3D stroke, we first find all candidate hard intersection constraints using the distance between points on the stroke and existing 3D curves. We then find an approximately optimal subset of discrete constraints using a greedy linear search, and formulate a least squares minimization for the continuous constraints. Our overall algorithm is thus efficient, robust, and works well in practice without any noticeable lag.

We next describe our algorithm in a bottom-up fashion. We first detail our 3D curve optimization that minimizes soft constraints and remains as close as possible to the input stroke, while satisfying a prescribed subset of hard constraints (Section 4.2). We then describe our strategy to select this optimal subset (Section 4.3), and finally detail how the various terms of the optimization are formulated (Section 4.4). We explain how we treat the simpler case of straight lines in supplemental material.

4.2 Enforcing intersections via continuous optimization

Let us first assume that we have selected a set of intersections \( I \) between the user stroke and existing curves in the 3D sketch. We associate each intersection with a constraint \( c_{i} \in I \) that needs to be satisfied for the user stroke to intersect the corresponding curve exactly. However, the input stroke needs to be deformed to satisfy these constraints. We measure the amount of deformation with an energy that we denote \( E_{\text{fidelity}} \). In addition, we also seek to encourage regularization criteria such as curve planarity and tangential alignment to intersected curves, which we also express as energy terms \( E_{\text{planar}} \) and \( E_{\text{tangent}} \). We express these criteria as soft energy terms rather than hard constraints because they correspond to aesthetic properties that are desirable but that can be balanced against other desiderata. In contrast, we need intersections to be satisfied exactly to form a well-connected curve network. Finally, we also ensure that the deformed stroke preserves the original \( G^{1} \) continuity between successive curve segments, which we express as a set of constraints \( g_{k} \). Given an input stroke \( S \), we compute the deformed stroke \( S' \) that satisfies all constraints while minimizing deformation and best satisfying other criteria by solving the continuous optimization

\[
\min_{S'} E_{\text{fidelity}}(S, S') + E_{\text{planar}}(S') + \sum_{i \in I} E_{\text{tangent}}(S', i),
\]

s.t. \( c_{i \in I}(S') = 0 \)

and \( g_{k}(S') = 0 \).

Recall that our strokes are represented using cubic Bézier segments. We formulate the soft constraints as quadratic energy functions of the Bézier control points, and hard constraints as linear functions, allowing us to solve this constrained least squares problem as a single linear solve as detailed in supplemental material.

4.3 Selecting intersections via discrete optimization

New strokes often run near multiple curves, especially on complex drawings with high stroke density. Our next challenge is to identify which of these curves should intersect the input stroke. On the one hand, we would like the curve network to be as connected as possible. On the other hand, we don’t want to deviate too much from the original user intent. We cast these competing objectives as two terms in a discrete optimization, where we model the activation of each constraint \( c_{i} \) with a binary variable \( b_{i} \) set to 1 if the intersection is selected and to 0 otherwise

\[
\min_{b_{i \in I}} \lambda E_{\text{fidelity}}(S, S'(b)) + (1 - \lambda) E_{\text{connectivity}}(b)
\]

where the deformed stroke \( S'(b) \) is computed using Equation 1 and the selected intersections, \( E_{\text{fidelity}} \) measures the deviation of \( S' \) from the input stroke, \( E_{\text{connectivity}} \) is an energy term that decreases as more intersections are selected, and \( \lambda = 0.6 \) is a parameter that balances the two objectives.

Unfortunately, finding the optimal subset would require solving Equation 1 for all \( 2^{|I|} \) combinations of binary variables \( b_{i} \), which is impractical. Yet, we observed that the detected intersections are most often valid, and only a few superfluous ones need to be
We now describe how we detect and express the constraints and objectives depend on a notion of proximity between curves, in space and/or angle. In addition, we wish to make the sensitivity of our beautification process adaptive to the drawing scale, such that the beautification is less aggressive when users zoom-in to draw details. We achieve this goal by defining a spatial proximity threshold \( \delta(s) = \frac{s}{T} \), where \( s \) denotes the scale of the drawing space and \( \delta^1 = 4\text{cm} \) was fixed experimentally for appropriate beautification. In the initial zoomed out state, \( s = 1 \).

We set the angular threshold to \( \theta = \frac{\pi}{4} \), under which we consider that two lines or curves are parallel.

**Intersections.** We detect intersections between the input stroke and any nearby curve, grid nodes or the mirror plane by testing if the brush tip comes within a radius \( r_{\text{proximity}} = \delta(s) \) of such elements while sketching. We also check if the two endpoints of the stroke are within a distance \( r_{\text{proximity}} \) of each other to form closed loops. We enforce an intersection by inserting a control point at the closest point of the new curve and constraining it to be on the other curve or grid node.

**Tangent alignment.** At each intersection, we compare the tangents between the two curves. If the angle between both tangents is under the angular threshold \( \theta \), we encourage the tangent of the new curve to align with the other one using an energy term \( E_{\text{tangent}} \) that measures the norm of their cross product. Otherwise, we set \( E_{\text{tangent}} \) to zero.

**Planarity.** We first compute the best-fit plane to the control points by least squares. If the distance from the plane to the farthest point is below the threshold \( r_{\text{proximity}} \), we encourage all control points to lie in the plane using an energy \( E_{\text{planar}} \) that minimizes the dot product between the plane normal and the vectors formed by pairs of successive control points. We also test whether the plane normal is within an angle \( \theta \) to one of the three orthogonal grid directions, in which case we snap the plane to be orthogonal to that direction. For non-planar curves, we set \( E_{\text{planar}} \) to zero.

**Fidelity to input.** Our fidelity energy \( E_{\text{fidelity}} \) measures deviation between the beautified curve and the input one. Following Xu et al. [60], we measure both the deviation in absolute position of the control points and the deviation in the slope of pairs of successive control points, the latter term penalizing variations in the overall shape of the curve.

**Connectivity.** The goal of \( E_{\text{connectivity}} \) is to favor the selection of as many intersections as possible, as long as they do not overly deform the input. We model it with an exponential that increases as fewer constraints are selected

\[
E_{\text{connectivity}}(b) = e^{-\left( \frac{\sum_{i \in I} w_i b_i}{\sum_{i \in I} w_i} \right)^2},
\]

where \( w_i \) denotes the weight associated to intersection \( i \), and \( b_i \) equals 1 if the intersection is selected, 0 otherwise. Following Schmidt et al. [51], we vary this weight depending on the nature of the intersection, being equal to 1 if the curve intersects a grid node or the mirror plane along its trajectory, 1.25 if the curve intersects a grid node at its endpoint, 1.5 if the curve intersects another curve, and 2 if the curve passes through an existing intersection.

**Sharp features.** We support strokes with sharp features by representing them with poly-Bézier curves without \( G^1 \) continuity at the junctions between successive Bézier segments. For such junctions, we do not enforce the hard constraint \( g_b \) from Equation 1. We empirically determine that an input stroke intends to represent a sharp junction if we detect a strong variation of tangent directions (> 45°, as in [47]).
5 SURFACING

Our stroke neatening and structuring algorithm greatly facilitates the creation of well-connected curve networks (Fig. 5), which in turn enables the automatic detection of curve cycles (Fig. 5b) bounding surface patches (Fig. 5a). We first describe how we identify these cycles before detailing how we generate the surface they bound and how we exploit these surface patches for drawing on-surface details.

Figure 5: After enforcing intersections (section 4), we obtain a result such as in (a). The sketch is composed of curves that meet at intersections. The sparse strokes represent surface patches (bright and light orange) that we create automatically. To do so, we reason on a curve network representation of the sketch (b) where each curve is represented by one or multiple segments connected at nodes. On this curve network we search for cycles corresponding to the patches.

5.1 Cycle detection

A number of existing cycle detection algorithms perform a global optimization over the complete curve network [1, 61]. Unfortunately, the space of cycles of a given curve network is very large, making a global search computationally demanding and unnecessarily repetitive in an interactive system. Instead, we exploit the fact that after the user has sketched a new stroke, any new patches should only be created for cycles in parts of the network affected by the stroke. We thus apply a local search strategy, which is more suitable for real-time, incremental construction of the sketch. Our approach is inspired by the algorithm of Stanko et al. [55], which relies on the surface normal at each intersection to sort all segments incident to that intersection, such that cycles can be formed by walking around the curve network in a fixed order as illustrated in Fig. 6.

However, while Stanko et al. [55] were reconstructing real-world surfaces for which the normal was measured, we need to infer the surface normal from the input curves. We obtain this normal estimate at each intersection by assuming that the intersecting curves lie on a smooth surface, whose tangent plane is spanned by the curve tangents. Yet, this tangent plane only defines the normal direction, not its orientation. We remove this sign ambiguity at the scale of a cycle by comparing normal orientations between successive nodes. Along a curve, we can compute a family of vectors by parallel-transporting the normal from one of its nodes [28]. These vectors are a good approximation of the normals of the underlying surface if the curve lies on this surface without significant geodesic torsion, which is the case for curvature lines that form a large part of designer-drawn curves [31, 43, 52]. Based on this observation, parallel-transporting the normal $\vec{N}_A$ from node $A$ to node $B$ gives a vector $\vec{N}_{A\parallel B}$ that should closely match the direction of normal $\vec{N}_B$. If the two vectors point in opposite directions, we flip $\vec{N}_B$ before proceeding with the next node along the cycle, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Local normal orientation. We compute the surface normal $\vec{N}_A$ at node $A$ by fitting a plane on the tangents of incident curve segments (a). We parallel-transport this normal to node $B$ to obtain $\vec{N}_{A\parallel B}$, which we compare to $\vec{N}_B$ (b). Since the two vectors point to opposite directions, we flip $\vec{N}_B$ before proceeding (c).

We apply this cycle detection on both sides of each new curve segment, taking care of removing any existing cycle when a curve is drawn across it. We also run the cycle detection on every segment that intersects user-deleted curves to update the surface after such edits.

While simple and efficient, the above algorithm is limited to smooth surfaces for which the tangent plane is well-defined at each curve intersection. If a node lies on a sharp surface feature, such as the corner of a cube, then several surface normals exist at that node (Fig. 8). We detect such cases by checking whether some curve tangents at this node lie far from the best fit tangent plane, by assessing the dot products of the tangents $\{\vec{t}_i\}_i$ with the plane normal $\vec{n}_P$. We consider that a node is on a sharp feature if:$\max_i \vec{n}_P \cdot \vec{t}_i > \cos(\frac{\pi}{2} - \theta)$, with $\theta$ the angular threshold defined in Section 4.4. On encountering such a node, we rely on the last well-defined normal along the cycle, which we transport to the node to sort its segments. We also take care of excluding the segments that do not lie close to the plane defined by this normal. In the rare case where the starting node of a cycle is itself sharp, we first resort to the normal of the best-fit plane to sort the segments incident to that node, and then for each successive pair of segments we look for a cycle with starting normal defined as the cross product between these two segments.

Nevertheless, our automatic algorithm sometimes fails to detect cycles, especially on sparse curve networks as in Fig. 9a. Furthermore, our assumption that the curves exhibit little geodesic torsion
We exclude the segment that is not in the plane defined by \( \mathbf{A} \) where the starting node is fulfilled, we project all control points of the curve onto the surface does not split the cycle bounding the patch. When these criteria are met to the normal of the best-fit tangent plane.

Figure 8: Dealing with sharp surface features. The surface normal is ill-defined at node \( B \), as one of the incident segments does not lie in the plane formed by the other ones (a). We exclude the segment that is not in the plane defined by the parallel-transported normal \( \hat{N}_A[k][m] \) (b, crossed out) and select the next segment in clockwise order around \( \hat{N}_A[k][m] \) among the remaining options to form the cycle (c). In cases where the starting node \( A \) is also ill-defined, we compute the surface normal \( \hat{N}_A \) as the cross-product of two successive segments (b, blue) among the segments at \( A \) sorted according to the normal of the best-fit tangent plane.

Figure 9: The automatic cycle detection might fail. Adding strokes resolves the issue by creating additional intersections (a). It is also possible to manually add a patch by clicking (b).

does not always hold. While adding new curves to form a denser network often resolves these issues, we also allow users to explicitly trigger the creation of a surface patch by clicking near the center of the patch they envision (Fig. 9b). We then detect the closest stroke segment to the click and walk along the curve network by always selecting the segment that is closest to the click, as measured by comparing distances from the click to the closest point on each segment. We also allow users to delete unwanted surface patches, for instance to create holes.

5.2 Surface geometry

Once a cycle is detected, we generate a triangle mesh over it with the method by Zou et al. [62], using their public implementation. We then refine the generated surface by applying isotropic re-meshing followed by curvature-flow smoothing [15, 34] to generate minimal (soap-film) surfaces. Both steps are performed using CGAL [57].

5.3 Sketching on surfaces

The surface patches generated by our method not only enhance the perception of the created shape, they can also serve the role of a canvas on which users can draw additional details. We consider that a stroke should lie on a surface patch if a) all of its control points are within a distance \( r_{\text{proximity}} \) from that patch; and b) the curve does not split the cycle bounding the patch. When these criteria are fulfilled, we project all control points of the curve onto the surface patch so that the user stroke appears to stick to the object.

6 USER EXPERIENCE STUDY

We formally evaluated the novel features of CASSIE (armature, patch), using freehand as a baseline, by re-configuring CASSIE as three isolated sub-systems with a common interface. Our study goals were twofold. One, evaluating whether the user experience achieved with stroke neatening and surfaced is comparable to free-form sketching, making CASSIE a homogeneous sketching interface capable of supporting ideation as well as more refined concept modeling. Two, evaluating the effectiveness of our algorithms in neatening the user strokes and creating well-connected models. Specifically, our study participants tried and evaluated three versions of the tool: a baseline freehand version which only contained mid-air sketching features, an armature version which implemented our curve neatening and structuring featureset, and a patch version which also included the automatic and manual surfacing features, and the ability to draw on surface patches. We performed this study with expert and novice users who are all familiar with VR interfaces in general.

In addition to this formal study, in Section 7.1 we position CASSIE relative to commercial 3D VR modeling software, and further report on an informal comparison of CASSIE vis-à-vis GravitySketch [26].

6.1 Participants

We recruited 12 participants (2 female) aged 25–50 for the study. Six of the participants were professional artists or designers, while the others had at least basic experience in CAD modelling or creating design sketches as part of their jobs in graphics, HCI, or related fields and as hobbyists. All but two had used VR for over a year, and most (9/12) had utilized VR for creative tasks, using Tilt Brush, Medium, Masterpiece VR, Blocks, AnimVR, or research prototypes. Participants were paid approximately US $22 for their time, converted to their currency of choice.

6.2 Apparatus

Owing to the restrictions on in-person user studies due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the study sessions were conducted remotely, using participants’ own VR setups. As a result, participants used a variety of VR devices, including Oculus Rift and Rift S, HTC Vive, Vive Pro, and Vive Pro Eye. During the study session, an experimenter was available via video-conferencing for answering participant questions.

6.3 Procedure

Participants first used the three systems to draw a computer mouse. These untimed sessions were utilized as tutorial sessions, intended to let the participants familiarize themselves with the interface. Then, the participants used the three systems in the same order as the tutorial for timed sessions, which were later utilized for qualitative and quantitative analyses. For each system, participants were given 5 minutes to design a desk lamp followed by another 5 minutes to create a running shoe. To reduce the influence of learning effects, the order of the systems was counterbalanced between participants using a Latin square design. It is important to note that participants were not constrained to draw the same shape with all the three systems. Instead, we asked them to work on

...
with the capabilities and constraints of each system to design the optimal object.

Each participant was sent a set of instructions a day before their study slot (see supplemental), informing them of the nature of the research, the objects they were expected to draw, and the expected drawing style of a sparse curve network. We hoped that this preparatory material helped participants think ahead and plan their designs in advance, thus focusing on concept modeling in addition to pure ideation. However, participants were not required to do so.

The study session started with participants signing an informed consent form, followed by them watching a detailed instructions video (11 min, see supplemental material), and filling out a demographics questionnaire. After evaluating each system, participants took a break and filled a short questionnaire for that system. Finally, participants filled a more detailed questionnaire comparing the three systems.

6.4 Results

Fig. 10 shows the 3D sketches and models created by the six participants who declared to be professional artists. We provide the creations of the six other participants as supplemental material.

Most participants created shapes of similar complexity with all three systems (65 strokes on average for freehand, 44 for armature, 42 for patch, with no statistically significant difference between the three), although some participants took advantage of the freehand system to achieve a more sketchy style with significant over-sketching (P5). Under close inspection, most freehand sketches exhibit over-shooting and gaps at stroke ends, which are mostly absent in the drawings created with the armature and patch systems. Finally, several of the models created with the patch system contain spurious holes in the 3D surface, which are either due to disconnected curves in the sketched network, or to failure of the automatic cycle detection algorithm.

Fig. 11 shows two drawings created in the armature system next to the raw strokes before snapping, which illustrates the approximate user inputs and the net effect of stroke neutening, structuring, and snapping.

We next discuss participants’ feedback about their experience with the three systems, and then perform quantitative analysis of the curve networks they created.

6.4.1 User feedback. Users evaluated the degree of creative support provided by each system via the Creative Support Index (CSI) questionnaire [10]. We skipped the collaboration part of the questionnaire, as we did not build any collaborative tools in our systems. The summary results are shown in Table 1. The three systems fare almost evenly, most differences being statistically insignificant (p > .05 on a repeated-measures ANOVA), except for Exploration where the freehand system outperforms the two others.

Participants commented that each system offered support for a slightly different portion of the ideation–concept design continuum: “Each has its own uses. Freehand is good for quickly sketching up an idea as you are not restricted by the system. Armature is good for refining a design...” (P11), “Armature seems to be a way to express volumes for more technical goals, but sketching [freehand] expresses an idea.” (P1) Some wanted to be able to quickly switch back-and-forth between the systems, a feature we implemented after the study: “[Armature] handles noise coming from the input motion and signal and creates a much nicer looking stroke. It would be nice to be able to turn off snapping however, to allow strokes to be drawn closer together.” (P5) In particular, automatic curve neutening reaches its limits on detailed sketches: “...predictive neutening was useful to help me quickly block out the initial shape, and snapping to form continuous lines was helpful since I was able to break up a complex stroke into smaller ones. But when the sketch became more complex and I had to draw finer/smaller strokes, it often “over-neatened” my strokes.” (P7)

Still, to compare the three systems, participants were asked to rate the value of the armature features compared to freehand, and the value of the patch system compared to armature on 5-point Likert scales (5 is highest). Most participants agreed that armature features added to the freehand system (6×5, 6×3, median 4) and the patch features were a valuable addition over armature (5×5, 4×4, 2×3, 1×2, median 4). Participants felt that the curve network armatures encouraged them to think more about the object’s use in downstream processes: “...with armature you can see the beautified sketch closer to a final draft.” (P8), “In the freehand method, I find I’m more inclined to do a messy sketch model rather than a more thought out one when using the armature system.” (P4)

The surface patches further bolstered this idea, motivating the creation of solid, usable, real-world shapes: “The patch system let [sic] you understand the geometry to create solid object necessary for many projects in an organic way. As for armature you can’t see this right away taking an extra step in the process.” (P8), “The patch system visually assisted my understanding of the model, [it] seemed to give me a better sense of its volume.” (P9) Similarly, P2 commented that patch “allows users to define a surface without many lines which can clutter a design and possibly de-emphasise important features that need line definition [sic].”

However, the incentive to create well-connected curve networks in the patch system was also experienced as a constraint by some: “I found that using the patch system actually distracted me with trying to get the patching correct over the act of just sketching out what I was thinking about.” (P4), “I felt that I had to change the way I worked to accommodate the system. For example, I would have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Freehand</th>
<th>Armature</th>
<th>Patch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>16.8 (2.7)</td>
<td>15.5 (2.4)</td>
<td>16.2 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>15.0 (4.3)</td>
<td>13.1 (4.4)</td>
<td>13.5 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressiveness</td>
<td>16.8 (2.9)</td>
<td>14.6 (3.2)</td>
<td>14.6 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersion</td>
<td>16.6 (2.4)</td>
<td>15.5 (2.3)</td>
<td>15.2 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results Worth Effort</td>
<td>15.1 (3.5)</td>
<td>16.1 (1.9)</td>
<td>15.6 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Creative Support Index (CSI) [10] scores (out of 20, higher is better) for each of the 3 systems (mean and standard deviation). Statistically significant differences are marked with asterisks (*). These scores put armature and patch on par with the freehand system, showing that the additional mental load imposed by these two systems did not cause a noticeable drop in users’ creative potential.
Figure 10: Designs created by the six professional participants in the study using all three systems. We provide the results created by amateurs as supplemental material, although we didn’t observe strong differences between the two groups.

Figure 11: Input strokes (yellow) and beautified result (blue) for sketches by P12 (a) and P9 (b). Notice how our beautification creates well-connected curve networks while deviating minimally from the original user strokes. Images rendered using Polyscope [53].

6.4.2 Quantitative analysis. Our goal when designing CASSIE was to support users in creating well-connected curve networks that can be surfaced for downstream applications. While visual comparison between freehand sketches and armatures show that the latter are much more connected, we hypothesize that the patch system to add more strokes to get the patches to show up, which meant that I deviate from my initial intent, or create a messier/busier looking drawing than I would have liked.” (P7) Nevertheless, all the participants felt that they could derive value by incorporating the armature and patch functionalities in their typical workflow. For instance, P10 remarked that the systems were ideal for conceptualization: “Could be a great way to define rough shapes before bringing them into a desktop app to refine.”
provides additional incentive to create connected networks by rewarding participants when they do so. We evaluate this hypothesis by comparing, for both armature and patch curve networks, the ratio of endpoint (dangling) nodes out of all nodes. We find out that the curve networks created with patch contain fewer endpoint nodes ($\mu = 9.8\%$, $\sigma = 6.8\%$) compared to armature ($\mu = 14.9\%$, $\sigma = 11.4\%$), meaning that they are better connected. The difference is statistically significant ($t = 2.50$, $p = .020$ on a paired $t$-test). The variance of this metric is also lower with the patch system, suggesting that more participants tended to sketch well-connected networks with patch.

While the armature and patch systems attempt to detect curve intersections automatically, they might sometimes miss intended intersections, or create unintended ones. When this is the case, users typically delete the stroke and redraw a new version that better reflects their goal. In contrast, users of the freehand system might correct for erroneous strokes simply by over-sketching duplicate strokes. We quantify these different strategies by counting the ratio of deleted strokes for each system: freehand ($\mu = 27.2\%$, $\sigma = 14.1\%$), armature ($\mu = 36.3\%$, $\sigma = 12.5\%$), patch ($\mu = 39.5\%$, $\sigma = 13.3\%$). A repeated-measures ANOVA reveals that users deleted significantly less strokes in the freehand system ($F_{2,22} = 6.93, p = .005$).

### 7 RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS

Fig. 12 provides a gallery of models created with CASSIE by several trained users, including a professional study participant (P1) and 3 different authors. The sketches cover diverse application domains such as product design (a, b, e, g), architecture (c, d), and character design (f). Note how VR sketching facilitates design in context, as illustrated with the VR headsets drawn using a 3D head as an underlay to achieve accurate proportions and contacts. Most sketches were done in short sessions of 5–20 minutes, while the 1:1 scale car design (3.2m in length) took an hour and 40 minutes.

#### 7.1 Comparisons to commercial VR modeling software and 2D sketch-based modeling

A focused user study comparing new research prototypes like CASSIE, to commercial software like GravitySketch [26], or CAD tools (Sketchup, Blender) is difficult for multiple reasons: CAD modeling is fundamentally different from CASSIE in workflow and interface; GravitySketch also uses disparate workflows for curve ideation and concept surface creation; mature commercial systems have many additional controls like stroke type, color, and polished renders that can confound participants’ perception of creative support; and several of our participants already had extensive experience with commercial systems, while they were all entirely unfamiliar with CASSIE. As Cherry and Latulipe, the creators of the Creative Support Index [10], point out, “the key is to ensure that only one of the factors (tool, task, and expertise of participant group) varies at a time; otherwise, comparison of the CSI score between two different treatments will be difficult to decipher.”

We did however, qualitatively compare our system to GravitySketch [26], a commercial software that allows the creation of 3D curves and surfaces in VR. A major difference between this system and ours is that GravitySketch provides completely independent facilities for curve and surface creation that are switched between using a modal interface. As a result, users typically first lay down the salient feature curves of the model before draping these curves with surface patches. Since the curves are drawn without explicit connectivity, users need to explicitly define every single surface patch to be created, as illustrated in Fig. 13 that shows a sequence of modeling steps extracted from an online tutorial (https://youtu.be/ymCe5C_IlF4). In contrast, users of CASSIE can quickly create a similar model by seamlessly drawing the feature curves over the inferred surface patches.

We qualitatively extend this comparison to desktop-based CAD modeling tools by looking at the perceived advantages of CASSIE from participants with varied experience with those tools. P1 particularly liked how CASSIE’s fluid interface contrasted with their prior experience with GravitySketch and desktop CAD tools, remarking verbally: “I need the most direct tool possible in order to maintain a state of creative flow. The tool shouldn’t obstruct that, which is what I find to be an issue in desktop CAD tools and GravitySketch where the interface presents many different modes and tools to me. In contrast, [CASSIE’s] sketching interface helps me express this creative momentum.” P3, who rated themselves as a beginner with CAD modeling (2/5 for prior experience in CAD modeling), appreciated the fact that CASSIE allows for “quick generation of sketches in VR without cumbersome tooling and commands.” Similarly, participants with extensive CAD experience remarked that CASSIE is well suited to “quickly express a 3D concept to colleagues” (P4) or for “fast modeling prototyping” (P8). P5, who experimented with a mixed workflow with ZBrush (Fig. 14c), appreciated the use of CASSIE to build a rough shape as it enabled them to “step into the model and create the curves and shapes I was thinking.” Still, GravitySketch and other mature modeling tools provide a wide range of precise editing features which were missed in CASSIE by some participants (P1, P10), thus pointing out an interesting avenue of future work in combining both manual and assisted creation paradigms.

Another comparison can be drawn to sketch-based modeling tools that lift 2D sketches into 3D. While CASSIE adopts a fluid, natural interface, such tools typically require designers to either follow a strict creation style [51] or provide additional manual annotations [60]. Moreover, layered or geometrically complex 3D objects—such as the hat (Fig. 1c), buildings (Fig. 12c–d), or HMDs (Fig. 12e)—that do not have a single descriptive 2D viewpoint [18] can be extremely cumbersome or impossible to design using purely 2D sketch-based modeling tools.

#### 7.2 Downstream processing

3D models created in CASSIE are readily usable in downstream software, as illustrated in Fig. 14. Using existing remeshing tools [11, 30], CASSIE patches can be merged to form a single manifold surface, which can then be 3D printed (Fig. 14a). Our surfaced models can also be used for engineering applications; for instance, for creating volumetric trusses (Fig. 14b). Finally, CASSIE models can be refined in commercial sculpting applications (Fig. 14c) or colored and shaded for presentation (Fig. 14d).
Figure 12: A gallery of 3D sketches created with CASSIE, labelled with the creator (A: author, P: participant). While most designs made use of the armature and patch features, some also included freehand strokes (orange) to suggest less definite parts (h).

Figure 13: Comparing design workflows in GravitySketch [26] (top) and CASSIE (bottom). In GravitySketch, the user starts with a loose sketch composed of strokes with no explicit connectivity (a). Adding surfaces comes at a later stage, either by bridging nearby curves (b) or by roughly aligning the surface to the strokes (c). The user can then refine the surfaces via control points. With CASSIE, the user simultaneously sketches well-connected curve networks (f) and surfaces automatically appear as a cycle is closed (g) by a new stroke (red). The user can refine the surfaces by adding strokes that directly control the shape of the surface (h). The final result is a leaf blower (e,i), which we colored and rendered in Blender. A video version of this comparison is provided in the supplementals.

Figure 14: Applications: (a) 3D printed HMD from Fig. 12f and vacuum cleaner from Fig. 12a, (b) structural analysis and truss generation using Arora et al. [4], (c) detailed face model sculpted by P5 by sketching in CASSIE (left) and then refining patches in ZBrush [46] (right), (d) colored and shaded render to use as communication material.
8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Ideation and concept modeling are the foundation of 3D design. In current practice, 2D sketches dominate ideation, and disparate CAD-like tools produce 3D concept models. Our system CASSIE showcases the ability of AR/VR to effectively support both ideation and concept modeling in a shared immersive space. CASSIE combines the fluidity of freehand sketching with geometric and aesthetic constraints of 3D modeling, to predictively neaten, structure, and surface user strokes into 3D models of sufficient quality for downstream applications. Importantly, our study reveals that such progressive structuring and surfacing is not detrimental to user agency, is seen by some users as an aid in creating and perceiving a solid 3D shape, and acts as an incentive to draw well-connected 3D concept models.

Limitations. While automatic neatening greatly eases the creation of connected curve networks, our current implementation based on a single proximity threshold was judged too intrusive by some participants. Several strategies could be explored to provide finer control on neatening, such as adapting the threshold to stroke speed or pressure, or learning a user-specific threshold by analyzing a few annotated freehand drawings of that user. Additionally, exploring interactive solutions to edit and manually tune the neatening in ambiguous cases, as well as combining manual deformation and edition of strokes [7, 26, 41, 58] with automatic neatening are promising avenues of research to enhance user agency in the neatening process. Surface generation could also be improved, for instance by better reproducing the curvature depicted by the armature [43], or by proposing surface editing interactions based on the sketched strokes [37, 54]. In order to bootstrap these efforts, we openly release the interaction data from the 72 sketches in our study as well as the 16 other sketches depicted in the paper, including raw user strokes as well as the neatened curves1. We also release the CASSIE source code for academic research2.

Future Work. While our current prototype allows users to switch between creative exploration and more precise modeling simply by enabling neatening and surfacing, we see several avenues to achieve a continuum between these two forms of sketching. On the one hand, freehand strokes could be used as underlays to trace more definite armatures, and as extra guidance in our optimization to best position the neated curves and surface patches. On the other hand, sparse armatures could be used as structured spatial deformers to warp denser freehand strokes, allowing designers to explore design variations while retaining the original look of their ideation sketches. The AR/VR setting could also be leveraged for sketching in situ, as suggested with the headsets sketched over a head in Fig. 12. In this usage scenario, the contextual 3D models could be used as extra cues for stroke beautification and surface generation.

We believe that mid-air drawing in immersive environments has the potential to significantly disrupt the interactive 3D design process, and CASSIE is a positive step in that direction.
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